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Longley−Rice Radio Path Loss Analysis

Overview

     In 1967, several very smart people released a paper called Transmission Loss Predictions for
Tropospheric Communication Circuits.  It was a major attempt to estimate radio path losses based
on real−world path geometries, ground conditions, atmospheric refractivity and other
location−specific environmental characteristics.

This was very useful in predicting the actual coverage of TV and FM broadcast stations and for the
then expanding two−way radio business.

Most people should already be familiar with the standard free−space path loss equation (in Perl):

# Free−Space Loss (dB)              Frequency (MHz)      Distance (kilometers)
$free_space_loss = 32.447782 + (20 * (log10 $freq)) + (20 * (log10 $distance));

This equation predicts radio path loss under ideal, isotropic conditions (i.e. nowhere on
Earth).  Example: two antennas operating at 2450 MHz over a distance of 5 kilometers will have an
estimated path loss of 114 dB.  That is, any radio signal traveling between those two antennas will
be reduced by a factor of 251,188,643,151 to 1.  But in a real−world situation, there may be
significantly more path loss because of atmospheric refraction, poor ground conductivity, knife−edge
diffraction, trees, cows, etc.

The GBPPR staff has adapted the SPLAT! (Signal Propagation, Loss, And Terrain) software
program, written by John A. Magliacane, KD2BD, to provide a web based, easy−to−use interface for
calculating Longley−Rice path losses for a given transmitter location just about anywhere in the
United States.  It will produce a high quality PNG image of the estimated Longley−Rice path loss in
reference to the local ground elevation for the area.
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This tool, combined with the other GBPPR microwave and link analysis tools, should be very useful
in real−world plotting of wireless access point coverage, repeater coverage, radio line−of−sight, etc.

Getting Started

     Point your browser to the following URL: http://gbppr.dyndns.org:8080/longley.main.cgi.  Yes, I
know, it's slower than a $2600 writer − but just live with it.  You should see a nice form with all kinds
of strange questions to answer or select.  The first five questions are fairly self−explantory.  For the
first question, enter the transmitter site's latitude in the degrees/minutes/seconds format.  You are in
the Northern Hemisphere, so don't enter a minus (−).  The second question is for the transmitter
site's longitude, also in the degrees/minutes/seconds format.  You are in the Western Hemisphere,
so your longitude is negative, but don't enter the minus (−) sign, as it's automatically taken care of in
the program.

     In the third question, you should enter the antenna height at the transmitter site.  This is
measured Above Ground Level (AGL).  This means that if your antenna is on a 20 foot pole in your
backyard, you'd enter 20 feet.  The program will automatically calculate the ground elevation Above
Mean Sea Level (AMSL) (i.e. zero elevation).  You should ideally measure the antenna height to the
center of the antenna's main radiating element (center−of−radiation).  This height is measured from
the ground to the middle of an omni−directional antenna or to the feed element on a parabolic dish.

     The fourth question is for the highest transmitted frequency in megahertz (MHz).  Don't mix up
megahertz (MHz) and gigahertz (GHz)!  For 802.11b setups, the frequency range is between 2402
and 2483 MHz.

     The fifth question is for the transmiter and receiver's antenna polarization.  You can only select
horizontal or vertical polariation at the moment.  If your antenna's main radiating element is parallel
to the ground, it is horizontally polarized.  If it's perpendicular to the ground, it is vertically polarized.

     The sixth question is for the antenna height (AGL) at the receiver site.  The same rules apply as
at the transmitter site's antenna location.

     The seventh question is for the ground dielectric constant (also called relative permittivity) of the
general location.  This should be a comprimise between both the transmitter and receiver location's
ground type.  A chart is provided below which shows the approximate dielectric constants for
various locations around the United States.  For the vast majority of urban, small city locations use a
dielectric constant of 5.
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Dielectric Constants for Common Types of Earth

Surface Type Typical Area(s) Dielectric Constant
(Relative Permittivity)

Salt Water Oceans 81

Fresh Water Lakes, Ponds 80

Pastoral, Low Hills, Rich Soil Dallas, TX to Lincoln, NE 25

Pastoral, Medium Hills, Rich Soil OH and IL 14

Flat Country, Marshy, Densely
Wooded LA near Mississippi River 12

Pastoral, Medium Hills &
Forestation

MD, PA, NY, Exclusive of
Mountains & Coastline 13

Pastoral, Medium Hills &
Forestation, Heavy Clay Soil Central VA 15

Rocky Soil, Steep Hills Mountainous 2−4

Sandy, Dry, Flat, Coastal Desert 10

Cities, Industrial Areas Small Cities, Urban 5

Cities, Heavy Industrial Areas,
High Buildings Large Cities 3

     The eighth question is for ground conductivity measured in Siemens−per−meter (S/m).  A map is
provided below which shows the soil conductivity around the United States.  It should be noted that
the map shows the conductivity in milliSiemens−per−meter (mS/m).  You'll need to manually adjust
this to the correct format of Siemens−per−meter.  Example: 5 mS/m is 0.005 S/m.  Use 0.005 S/m
(average ground) if you're too fucking stupid to read a map.
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Ground Conductivity in the United States

     The nineth question is for the effective Earth radius, also called the K Factor.  This is a "factor"
which is used to correct for atmospheric refractivity of electromagnetic (radio) waves.  Basically,
radio waves don't actually travel in straight lines (like you read on Slashdot), they "bend" slightly to
follow the Earth's curve.  It's a pretty envolved process to calculated this bend factor exactly, so just
use the 4/3 K Factor for now.

     The tenth selection may be the most confusing, the selection for the local climate type.  This is a
rough indication of the local meteorological conditions for the general area.  We're going to have to
cheat a little bit on this one.  Here is a Vigants−Barnett Climate Factor map for the United States:
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Now, this map is for a completely different set of equations, but the overall climate types are fairly
similar.  Locate your location on the map and then use the following key:

Red (0.25)  Mountainous, very rough, very dry but non−reflective.• 
Use the climate type: Desert♦ 

Green (1.0)  Average terrain, with some roughness.• 
Use the climate type: Continental Temperate♦ 

Blue (2.0)  Great lakes area.• 
Use the climate type: Maritime Temperate, Overland♦ 

Yellow (4.0)  Very smooth terrain, over water or flat desert, non−coastal.• 
Use the climate type: Maritime Temperate, Oversea♦ 

Violet (6.0)  Very smooth terrain, over water or flat desert, coastal.• 
Use the climate type: Continental Subtropical♦ 

If you are unsure about your location, use the climate type: Continental Temperate.  The various
maritime and subtropical climates depend on the amount of salt water in the air or surface.  You
may want to do your own research on that for your specific region.

     The eleventh and twelfth selections are for the confidence and time variabilities.  The default is
set for a 50% confidence that reception will be received 90% of the time.  This is the standard for
mobile and two−way radio setups.  Systems using digital transmissions may wish to select a 90%
confidence and 90% time variability.
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     The three final miscellaneous questions are for the general specifications of the produced
coverage plot image.  The state selection allows city names and county boundries to be draw on the
plot.  The coverage radius selection allows you to reduce the coverage plot, which increases the
plotting speed significantly.  The final selection chooses the quality of the final output coverage
plot.  Select Low / Fast to produce a crappy JPEG image or High / Slow to produce a high quality
PNG image.  Obviously, the higher quality image will take longer to produce and download.  Select
the lower quality image to get a general idea of the coverage area, then switch to the higher quality
setting when everything looks O.K.

Results

     After double checking your data, it's time to press the Submit button.  After what will seem like an
eternity, you should see a picture that looks like something shown at the beginning of this article.  It
will take awhile.  The program is very CPU intensive and my computer is very slow.  Don't hit Stop
or anything while it's computing or I'll hunt you down and beat you like a Democrat.

The script will output what parameters you entered and when finished will show the Height Above
Average Terrain (HAAT) for the transmitter site and the standard FCC Part 73.313(d) azimuths.

Below that is the actual Longley−Rice Path Loss Analysis coverage plot image.  It may be quite
large, so adjust your browser accordingly.  The rainbow of colors represent path losses in 10 dB
increments.  The color key is shown below:

Path Loss Color Key

80 dB 90 dB 100 dB 110 dB 120 dB 130 dB 140 dB 150 dB
160 dB 170 dB 180 dB 190 dB 200 dB 210 dB 220 dB 230 dB

When looking at the coverage plot output, the GREEN color represents approximately 80 dB loss,
the PINK is 90 dB loss, the CYAN is 100 dB loss, etc.

Is it Good or is it Wack?

     Now that you have the estimated path losses for a 360° coverage area from your transmitter
site, you can (somewhat) accurately predict the received power level (in dBm) at any receiver
location.

Say your transmitter is putting out +36 dBm (4 Watts) Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP)
and your receiver has a threshold (sensitivity) of −90 dBm (7 microvolts).  In any location in the 80,
90, 100, 110, 120 and 130 dB Longely−Rice path loss zones, you should be able to establish a
wireless link (provided the receiver is using a 0 dB gain antenna and no feedline losses).  That was
determined by taking the EIRP (in dBm) and subtracting the path loss, then adding the receiver
antenna gain (minus feedline loss) and comparing it to the receiver threshold level.
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Example:

Transmitter EIRP is +28 dBm (630 mW).1. 
Longley−Rice path loss to your receiver location is 140 dB.2. 
Receiver antenna gain is 24 dB with 6 dB feedline loss, for an overall receiver gain of 18 dB.3. 
Receiver threshold is −90 dBm (7 microvolts).4. 
(28 − 140) + 18 = −945. 
Approximate received power level at the receiver location will be −94 dBm.  A wireless link
would be possible (barely) and with a 4 dB fade margin.

6. 

Now, this is under ideal conditions.  The program doesn't take into account man−made objects or
foilage blocking the path − which will really kill a wireless signal in the microwave bands.

An interactive CGI script to determine EIRP (and K factor) is available at:
http://gbppr.dyndns.org:8080/wireless.super.main.cgi.  This is the GBPPR Wireless Network Link
Analysis − Super Edition script which will calculate a whole bunch of variables.  It may be hard to
figure out at first, so play around with it and if you're still having trouble you can email
me.  Determining the receiver's threshold may be difficult, so ask the manufacture if you have any
questions on that.

Notes

You may download the original Technical Note 101 − Transmission Loss Predictions for
Tropospheric Communication Circuits, at the following website:

http://its.bldrdoc.gov/pub/ntia−rpt/tn101

A point−to−point microwave radio path analysis utility is available at:

http://gbppr.dyndns.org:8080/path.main.cgi

Additional interactive wireless / RF design utilities may be accessed at the main GBPPR website:

http://www.gbppr.org
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DMS−100 EXPIRED_PASSWORD_GRACE
Table OFCENG, Parameter EXPIRED_PASSWORD_GRACE

Functional Description of Parameter EXPIRED_PASSWORD_GRACE

This parameter appears only if ENHANCED_PASSWORD_CONTROL in table
OFCOPT is set to Y (yes).

It specifies the number of logons for which a password may be used if the password
is older than the value of parameter PASSWORD_LIFETIME.  If this feature is not
required, set this parameter to the maximum value (32767 logons).

Range Information

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Minimum          Maximum          Default
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1                32767            3

Activation

Immediate

Dependencies

Not applicable

Consequences

Not applicable

Verification

Not applicable

Memory Requirements

This parameter has no memory impact.

Dump and Restore Rules

Copy the existing value of this parameter, unless it is an extension and the operating
company has specifically requested a change to the value of this parameter.
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DMS−100 MIN_PASSWORD_LENGTH
Table OFCENG, Parameter MIN_PASSWORD_LENGTH

Functional Description of Parameter MIN_PASSWORD_LENGTH

This parameter specifies the minimum number of characters that are allowed for
logon passwords.

Provisioning Rules

Specify the minimum number of characters that are allowed for logon passwords.

Range Information

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Minimum          Maximum          Default
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1                16               6

Activation

Immediate

Dependencies

This parameter appears only if the switching unit has parameter
ENHANCED_PASSWORD_CONTROL in table OFCOPT set to Y (yes) and the
software package NTX000AA.

Consequences

Not applicable

Verification

Not applicable

Memory Requirements

This parameter has no memory impact.

Dump and Restore Rules

Copy the existing value of this parameter, unless the operating company has
specifically requested a change to the value of this parameter.
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DMS−100 PASSWORD_LIFETIME
Table OFCENG, Parameter PASSWORD_LIFETIME

Functional Description of Parameter PASSWORD_LIFETIME

This parameter determines the duration, in number of days, for which a password
may be used.

Provisioning Rules

The interval is timed from the date of the last password change for the corresponding
user identification.  If this feature is not required, set the parameter to the maximum
value (32767 days).

Range Information

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Minimum          Maximum          Default
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
1                32767            30

Activation

Immediate.  Expired passwords cannot be rejuvenated by changing the value of this
parameter.

Dependencies

This parameter appears only if ENHANCED_PASSWORD_CONTROL in table
OFCOPT set to Y (yes).

Consequences

Not applicable

Verification

Not applicable

Memory Requirements

This parameter has no memory impact.

Dump and Restore Rules

Copy the existing value of this parameter, unless it is an extension and the operating
company has specifically requested a change to the value of this parameter.
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Use Old Cellular Phones to Jam Tape Recorders

Overview

     This is a device to remotely cause RF interference in unshielded electronic devices (cameras,
microphones, recorders, etc) by using two old "bag"−style Motorola AMPS cellular phones, in
continuous transmit, via the test mode commands.

It works by the mixing of two RF carriers in the non−linear junctions contained in most
semiconductor components (transistors, diodes, ICs).  If you were to flood an electronic device with
two signals, say 837.000 MHz and 837.001 MHz, the non−linear junctions would mix the two
signals to form the cross−products of 837.000 +/− 837.001 MHz and 837.001 +/− 837.000
MHz.  The 837.001 − 837.000 MHz product is the one we are most interested in, as that
produces an output frequency of 1 kHz (1000 Hz), which is a tone in the audio spectrum and
something most electronic devices will respond to.

When pointing this "jammer" at a recording device, say a tape recorder, the recorder's output signal
(to the recording tape) would be flooded with the 1000 Hz tone − essentially bypassing the
microphone − and hopefully rendering the device useless.

Natural noise and other imperfections mean that even though the two cellular phones are
programmed to transmit at the same frequency, they are never exactly the same frequency at the
same time.  They will always be withing a few hundered Hertz of each other.  This causes a natural
"warbly" jamming signal to be produced.
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Block Diagram & Schematics

The isolators on the phone's RF output help prevent "RF feedback" from disrupting the phones
themselves.  These isolators are highly recommended, but can be difficult to find.  Search hamfests
for 800 MHz isolators from old cellular site installations.

This is a little additional (and optional) circuit which will light an LED when strong RF is detected.  It
is useful for a quick visual verification on the phone's transmitting status.  A bug with this circuit is
that RF from the other phone can feedback into the diode detector and the LED will light
anyway.  The above mentioned isolators will cure this problem, or just increase the value of the tap
resistor (2.2k).
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Test Mode Commands

To place the older bag−style Motorola cellular phones into test mode, you'll need to ground pin−21
on the phone's DB−25 connector before powering up the phone.  This is shown below:

On power−up in test mode, the handset LCD screen will start flashing random numbers.

Example: 314 059

To set the transmit frequency and RF output power level, enter the following keypad commands:

Press [#] to get to the U5   ' prompt.  This is the test mode prompt where all the commands will be
entered from.  (Note: the U5 stands for U.S.)

Enter the frequency you want to transmit at.  This can be anything from 824.04 MHz to 848.97 MHz
in 30 kHz steps.  You'll need to enter the frequency in "Motorola Test Mode" channel format.  This is
explained further in the infamous "Motorola Bible".  Example: to transmit at 837.00 MHz, cellular
channel 0400, you'd enter:

[1] [1] [0] [4] [0] [0] [#]

You'll need to increase the transmitter RF output to the maximum of 3 Watts (for this particular
model phone).  To do this, enter: [1] [2] [0] [#]

To turn the transmitter RF carrier on enter: [0] [5] [#]

Verify with a frequency counter or communications receiver that it is indeed transmitting at 837.00
MHz.

Repeat the sames steps for the second phone, but only turn the second phone's transmitter RF
carrier on when you need to commence the jamming.
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Pictures & Description

Picture of the DB−25 connector on the phone.  The RED wire is the 12 VDC (positive) supply lead,
the BLACK wire is the ground (negative).  The small white/yellow wire is for the RF power output
LED.  The phone's mini−UHF connector was replaced with a TNC connector and an L−bracket was
added for mounting.  Pins 2 & 3 and 4 & 5 on the DB−25 connector must be tied together if you
don't power the phone via the normal battery or cigarette connector.
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Internal phone view.  RF output is tapped directly from the hybrid power module's RF output
pin.  This increases the output power level slightly by not having to pass through the duplex
filter.  This is optional.  A small diode detector circuit was added for a visual indication of RF
output.  You can also see where the DC power supply leads are connected.  The RED positive lead
is soldered directly to the protection diode.  The BLACK negative lead is soldered to the duplex
filter.  Also, a small 10 uF bypass capacitor was added from the protection diode to ground.
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Outside case overview.  Built into an old .30 caliber military ammo box.  All holes and RF
connectors are sealed with rubber washers to improve water resistance.  All hardware is stainless
steel.  The phone's original mini−UHF connectors where salvaged and panel−mounted for use with
the original antennas.    The front−panel protection bars are brass drawer handles.  Camouflage is
the standard Western Europe green.  Lord knows it's just a matter of time before those bastards kill
millions of people again and I'll need to carry all my hardware there to kill, err, protect them...
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Front−panel overview.  The two red LEDs indicate RF output.  The +12 VDC power supply is
protected with a 10 amp fuse.  The two phones in "high−power mode" will draw around 6 amps
continously.
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Side view.  Those are the phone's original, stock, unity gain, "rubber duck" antennas.  They work
very well for transmitting across the entire 800 MHz band.
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Internal case view.  Each phone is mounted via its bracket to the bottom of the ammo box.  Only
one handset is needed for the issuing test mode commands.  The phones will still transmit even if
the handset is removed.
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Close up internal view behind the front−panel.  A piece of flexible foam (far−left) flips down to
protect the exposed terminals and wires.
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Handset picture.  The handset is bolted to the ammo box's cover.  Be sure it doesn't pinch the cable
when closing.  A large CIA logo is underneath the handset.

Testing setup.  The green ammo box on the left is a large 12 volt lead−acid battery.  The jammer is
in the middle and the "victim" tape recorder is on the right.  The effective jamming radius of this
setup was only about a meter.  More RF power output and/or directional antennas will increase the
range.
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Jammer in operation.  I was hoping it would "jam" the digital camera's picture, but alas it only
interfered with the camera's LCD screen.  The picture came out fine − but doesn't appear as sharp.

Notes

Other projects developed by GBPPR's Directorate of Science & Technology are available at:

http://www.dafh.org/gbppr/mil/index.html

The Motorola Bible v3.0, by Mike Larsen is available at:

http://www.dafh.org/gbppr/mil/cellbug/motorola.txt
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Bonus
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End of Issue #4

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

The truth.  Is it that fucking hard to tell?  Here's some facts you won't read in 2600!

"One way or the other, we are determined to deny Iraq the capacity to develop weapons of mass
destruction and the missiles to deliver them. That is our bottom line." − President Clinton, Feb. 4,
1998

"If Saddam rejects peace and we have to use force, our purpose is clear. We want to seriously
diminish the threat posed by Iraq's weapons of mass destruction program." − President Clinton,
Feb. 17, 1998

"Iraq is a long way from [here], but what happens there matters a great deal here. For the risks that
the leaders of a rogue state will use nuclear, chemical or biological weapons against us or our allies
is the greatest security threat we face." − Madeline Albright, Feb 18, 1998

"He will use those weapons of mass destruction again, as he has ten times since 1983." − Sandy
Berger, Clinton National Security Adviser, Feb, 18, 1998

"[W]e urge you, after consulting with Congress, and consistent with the U.S. Constitution and laws,
to take necessary actions (including, if appropriate, air and missile strikes on suspect Iraqi sites) to
respond effectively to the threat posed by Iraq's refusal to end its weapons of mass destruction
programs." − Letter to President Clinton, signed by Sens. Carl Levin, Tom Daschle, John Kerry, and
others Oct. 9, 1998
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"Saddam Hussein has been engaged in the development of weapons of mass destruction
technology which is a threat to countries in the region and he has made a mockery of the weapons
inspection process." − Rep. Nancy Pelosi (D, CA), Dec. 16, 1998

"Hussein has .. chosen to spend his money on building weapons of mass destruction and palaces
for his cronies." − Madeline Albright, Clinton Secretary of State, Nov. 10, 1999

"There is no doubt that ... Saddam Hussein has invigorated his weapons programs. Reports indicate
that biological, chemical and nuclear programs continue apace and may be back to pre−Gulf War
status. In addition, Saddam continues to redefine delivery systems and is doubtless using the cover
of a licit missile program to develop longer−range missiles that will threaten the United States and
our allies." − Letter to President Bush, Signed by Sen. Bob Graham (D, FL,) and others, December
5, 2001

"We begin with the common belief that Saddam Hussein is a tyrant and a threat to the peace and
stability of the region. He has ignored the mandated of the United Nations and is building weapons
of mass destruction and the means of delivering them." − Sen. Carl Levin (D, MI), Sept. 19, 2002

"We know that he has stored secret supplies of biological and chemical weapons throughout his
country." − Al Gore, Sept. 23, 2002

"Iraq's search for weapons of mass destruction has proven impossible to deter and we should
assume that it will continue for as long as Saddam is in power." − Al Gore, Sept. 23, 2002

"We have known for many years that Saddam Hussein is seeking and developing weapons of mass
destruction." − Sen. Ted Kennedy (D, MA), Sept. 27, 2002

"The last UN weapons inspectors left Iraq in October of 1998. We are confident that Saddam
Hussein retains some stockpiles of chemical and biological weapons, and that he has since
embarked on a crash course to build up his chemical and biological warfare capabilities. Intelligence
reports indicate that he is seeking nuclear weapons..." − Sen. Robert Byrd (D, WV), Oct. 3, 2002

"I will be voting to give the President of the United States the authority to use force−− if
necessary−− to disarm Saddam Hussein because I believe that a deadly arsenal of weapons of
mass destruction in his hands is a real and grave threat to our security." − Sen. John F. Kerry (D,
MA), Oct. 9, 2002

"There is unmistakable evidence that Saddam Hussein is working aggressively to develop nuclear
weapons and will likely have nuclear weapons within the next five years ... We also should
remember we have always underestimated the progress Saddam has made in development of
weapons of mass destruction." − Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D, WV), Oct 10, 2002

"He has systematically violated, over the course of the past 11 years, every significant UN
resolution that has demanded that he disarm and destroy his chemical and biological weapons, and
any nuclear capacity. This he has refused to do" − Rep. Henry Waxman (D, CA), Oct. 10, 2002

"In the four years since the inspectors left, intelligence reports show that Saddam Hussein has
worked to rebuild his chemical and biological weapons stock, his missile delivery capability, and his
nuclear program. He has also given aid, comfort, and sanctuary to terrorists, including al Qaeda
members. It is clear, however, that if left unchecked, Saddam Hussein will continue to increase his
capacity to wage biological and chemical warfare, and will keep trying to develop nuclear weapons."
− Sen. Hillary Clinton (D, NY), Oct 10, 2002
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"We are in possession of what I think to be compelling evidence that Saddam Hussein has, and has
had for a number of years, a developing capacity for the production and storage of weapons of
mass destruction." − Sen. Bob Graham (D, FL), Dec. 8, 2002

"Without question, we need to disarm Saddam Hussein. He is a brutal, murderous dictator, leading
an oppressive regime ... He presents a particularly grievous threat because he is so consistently
prone to miscalculation ... And now he is miscalculating America's response to his continued deceit
and his consistent grasp for weapons of mass destruction ... So the threat of Saddam Hussein with
weapons of mass destruction is real..." − Sen. John F. Kerry (D, MA), Jan. 23. 2003

Iran: Germany Supplied Chemical Weapons to Iraq

By ASSOCIATED PRESS

TEHRAN, Iran

Two Iranian war invalids unveiled a plaque outside the German Embassy in Tehran on Friday that
accuses Germany of supplying chemical weapons to Iraq during the Iran−Iraq war of 1980−88.

The plaque's erection was clearly in retaliation for the unveiling of a plaque in Berlin last month that
marked the assassination of four Iranian Kurdish dissidents in 1992. The Berlin plaque, erected by
the local authority at the site of the former Mykonos restaurant, blamed the then Iranian government
for the killings.

One of the two veterans who unveiled the plaque, Ahmad Paryab, who spoke with plastic pipes
running into his nose to assist breathing, called for the prosecution of Germany's top officials during
the Iran−Iraq war.

"We demand that the then leaders of Germany be tried in an international court for war crimes and
that the German government pay compensation to us," Paryab told about 100 people who attended
the ceremony. Paryab was wounded by chemical weapons in the war, as were other members of
the crowd.

The metal plaque stands on a four−meter(yard)−high plinth, clad in gray marble, in the sidewalk
opposite the embassy's consular entrance on Ferdowsi Street in central Tehran.

It bears texts in Farsi and English, but the English is a poor translation of the original. It reads:
"Name of the German government for the Iranian nation is the reminder of the great catastrophe of
chemical massacre during the Iraqi Baathist regime's imposed war against Iran."

The Associated Press translated the Farsi inscription as: "The name 'German government' is a
reminder to the Iranian nation of the catastrophe of chemical massacres during the war provoked by
Iraqi Baathist regime against Iran."

The Tehran local authorities erected the plaque and a tent next to it, which houses a temporary
exhibition of photographs of victims of chemical attacks during the war. The pictures show wounded
Iranian children as well as soldiers.

The head of the Tehran City Council, Mahdi Chamran, said the plaque was put up to "defend the
rights of chemical victims."
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"The world has not forgotten the crimes committed by Hitler during World War II. And it should not
forget this crime as well," he told reporters.

During the ceremony, the crowd heard that war veteran Ghodratollah Darabi had died Thursday
after a long battle against the effects of chemical attacks.

While Iranian officials do not say openly that their plaque is in retaliation for the one in Berlin, they
condemn the Berlin plaque when they speak of the Tehran memorial.

Chamran condemned the Berlin memorial, saying Friday: "It was an ugly move."

The day after the Berlin plaque's unveiling on April 20, the Iranian Foreign Ministry summoned the
German ambassador and protested it. The plaque's inscription blames the assassination on "those
in power in Iran at the time."

A German court found in 1997 that the Iranian authorities had ordered the killing of the four Iranian
Kurds. Iran denied any involvement.

In Germany on Friday, government officials said the German ambassador to Tehran had sent a
letter to the associations of Iranian victims of Iraqi chemical attacks, expressing sorrow for their
plight but rejecting any German government responsibility.

German officials, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said the letter notes that a number
of German business executives were tried and convicted of illegally supplying equipment to
Iraq in the 1980s.

Death to Europe
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